
Release Notes: Atlas Chiropractic System 
Update v5.18
Version: 5.18

What’s New

Added dropdown box when importing intake forms to indicate when towns should be added as a new 
town and allow users to match it with an existing one to prevent duplicates due to typos or variations
Warning added when setting confirms to be sent everyday vs open days and automator not in use
Support added for multi-page tiff files
When using Openedge, last 4 of the payment will print on the cash report in addition to the contents of 
the detail field in transactions
Patient’s arrived in error on he VTC using the arrive button can be removed from the table by right 
clicking the entry in the room grid
Additional options for capturing scans to allow for use with various scanners

What’s Fixed

Patient’s with Appointment report added to the new CHAS menu
Improved method of moving patients from their assigned room to their actual room
Import CLA images moved to its own executable for improved efficiency
Adding multiple taxes to an inventory item setup now saves all taxes
Improved language translations for email tokens
After deleting a payment token, a new payment token can now be created immediately if needed
Improved scrolling when viewing insurance files
Corrected report entry Plans Terminating in the new CHAS menu
Added email options for sending the appointment report with provider listings to patients
Ical file modified when sending duration to instead send the end time
Referred by now optional on day sheet list report
Improved the remove claims from insurance function to remove multiple claims
Corrected summary of receipts report to prevent errors when trying to run the report with returns
Deleting entries in a list button on the VTC properly adjusts the remaining list items numbers to be 
sequential
Improved support for embedded images in email templates
Clarified Move patients to archive function on the form

How do I know which version I am running?

Check the title bar in your Atlas Software. The title bar displays the Atlas Chiropractic Software name, 
the Current Logged In Atlas User, the Current Logged in Windows (Computer) User and the current 
Program (P) and Database (D) version number.



Customer Support:

Atlas Support personnel are trained specifically on the Atlas Chiropractic Software. On occasion, they are able to 
assist with general computer support (networking, antivirus, and configuration). Atlas recommends that issues outside 
of the scope of Atlas Support be directed to the appropriate Support professional. A qualified, onsite IT technician can 
provide you with the most accurate information to resolve your Technical Issues. Atlas Support may be able to assist 
your technician in resolving issues regarding your Operating System or System Maintenance, to help facilitate the 
proper function of Atlas.

Support Contact Information:

Mon-Thur: 8am to 7:30pm EST Fri: 8am to 4:30pm EST

Phone: 1-866-76ATLAS (2-8527)

Fax: 1-226-315-1900

Email: support@atlaschirosys.com

Copyright / Trademark: This manual is designed to explain the features and functions of the Atlas Chiropractic 
Software, Generation 3. There are some features or functions that will not be available to Generation 1 customers.

Atlas Chiropractic System reserves the right to make changes or amendments to the User Manual at any time without 
obligation to notify users of such changes. Due to these changes, Atlas does not guarantee the accuracy of the 
information.

The trademarks mentioned in this document are the property of their respective owners. Complying with copyright and 
software licensing laws is the responsibility of the end-user.
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